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Abstract: Advances in science have illuminated the role of the “ecological theatre”—the total living
environment—in human health. In a rapidly changing epoch known as the anthropocene, microbiome
science is identifying functional connections between all life, both seen and unseen. Rather than an easily
identifiable era appearing in rock strata, the anthropocene is more of a diagnostic syndrome, a set of
signs and symptoms including climate change, gross biodiversity losses, environmental degradation,
and an epidemic of non-communicable diseases. The syndrome is intertwined with politics, economics,
public policies (or lack thereof), social values, and a global push of calorie-dense, nutrient-poor foods
and beverages. The healing of anthropocene syndrome is the grand challenge of humanity. Expanding
on the “Mars Can Wait” argument of Geoffrey Goodman, et al., we focus on the urgency with which
health promotion must be prioritized here on Earth. We revive Jonas Salk’s biophilosophy: a call to
action for collaboration between biologists, humanists, and scholars of all stripes. From this perspective,
lines of distinction between personal, public, and planetary health are removed. We also describe the
symbiocene: the possibility of a new epoch in which mutualism will be considered imperative. If society
asks the right questions, a transition to the symbiocene is possible; the “stratigraphical” mark of the
new epoch will be found in a repudiation of authoritarianism, and the promotion of empathy, cultural
competency, emotional intelligence, and commitment to optimism, tolerance, and the facilitation of the
WHO definition of health, i.e., the fulfillment of human potential.

Keywords: anthropocene; societies; social justice; ecology; microbiome; prevention; health policy;
equity; holistic; non-communicable diseases (NCDs); lifestyle medicine

1. Introduction

1.1. Scales of Health Promotion

“Ideas determine the nature, characteristics, and behavior of a metabiological cell—an individual—or the
metabiological organism, the society . . . the time has arrived in which we have to realize that we are all
parts of a single organism and develop some new kinds of responses and relationships”.

—Jonas E. Salk, 1983 [1]
Over the last century, public health and clinical medicine have enjoyed tremendous success in their

efforts toward the eradication of infectious diseases and the reduction of early life mortality. The advent of
public health standards for hygiene, targeted vaccines, and clinically effective antimicrobials revolutionized
societal health in the 20th century. However, multifactorial, lifestyle-driven non-communicable diseases
(NCDs) are responsible for 38 million deaths annually [2]. The non-communicable variants of disease are
proving to be largely unresponsive to single-agent cures and/or biotechnical preventatives.
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Beyond diagnosable diseases per se, research shows that large groups within westernized society are
living with dis-ease; while not meeting specific disease criteria, individuals with so-called subthreshold (or
subsyndromal) NCDs are suffering. Subthreshold depression, for example, is associated with low-grade
inflammation and places an individual on a trajectory towards other NCDs. In many ways, NCDs
are epidemics of co-morbidity: cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and osteoarthritis, for example,
are associated with an increased risk of depression. On the other hand, depression is a risk factor for
subsequent cardiovascular disease and other NCDs [3].

Pulling the lens further out, it is important to note that health promotion is not exclusively
a mission toward containing disease; the World Health Organization emphasizes that health is the
fulfillment of human potential, not simply the absence of disease [4]. Allowing each individual the
equitable opportunity to flourish and thrive—living to one’s fullest potential—defines the ultimate
aim of health promotion. The Public Health Agency of Canada provides an elegant description of
mental health: “It is a positive sense of emotional and spiritual well-being that respects the importance of
culture, equity, social justice, interconnections, and personal dignity” [5]. Furthermore, the WHO states
a truism echoed by all major mental health organizations: “There is no health without mental health”.

Research under the developmental origins of health and disease (DOHaD) rubric clearly shows
that detrimental early life experiences (e.g., exposure to stress, lack of proper nutrition, and toxins) can
manifest in biological dysfunctions later in life. Parental depression, for example, is associated
with multiple health risks in offspring [6]. Moreover, volumes of animal studies demonstrate
multi-generational effects of parental lifestyle behaviors and environmental exposures on offspring
health. In other words, discourse on health promotion today is also influencing the fulfillment of
human potential among future generations [7].

Finally, we underscore that the crisis of NCDs and “dis-ease” does not sit in isolation from other
global concerns; rather, it is intertwined with growing socioeconomic disparities, disconnection from
the natural environment, climate change, biodiversity losses, and environmental degradation [8,9].
It is becoming increasingly clear that health at all levels—person, place, and planet—is interdependent.
Moreover, emerging research shows that human health and disease should be viewed from a holistic
perspective, one in which two nested layers of biodiversity—unseen micro-organisms residing on/in
surfaces with our bodies and the larger one surrounding us in the environments we call home—are
intertwined. Cross-talk between microbes and the human system demonstrates a bidirectional
environment–microbiota–health axis [10].

1.2. Roadmap to the Current Review

Here, we explore and expand upon the ideas and perspectives of polio-vaccine developer
Jonas E. Salk in the context of society’s responsibility to promote health across scales and over time.
Although best known for a vaccine that transformed health, Salk urged society to prioritize mental
health and to visualize the healthy immune system as a metaphor for societal harmony [1]. To add
a contemporary perspective to Salk’s lesser-known work, we first provide a brief examination of
the cultural epoch known as the anthropocene; we describe the ways in which this is a “syndrome”,
one that needs to be healed. We argue that total health—the fulfillment of human potential—cannot
take place in the anthropocene. It is our contention that such fulfillment requires a transition to a new
epoch, the symbiocene.

At the height of the race to the moon, Salk, and his contemporary, the renowned microbiologist
Rene J. Dubos, attempted to provoke questions concerning where society should place its financial
investments in science and technology. We revive these discussions in the context of the policies
that drive populist ideas of developing Mars colonies and fantastical escapes from the problems of
the anthropocene. Next, we briefly review Salk’s concept of biophilosophy—the investigation of
biological phenomenon with input from academic disciplines that study human culture, tradition, arts,
and ethics—and describe why such an approach may be essential in 21st century healthcare.
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With this background in place, we examine the emerging microbiome science as a way to illustrate
symbiotic relationships and the ways in which societal “exposures”—its policies and systems—might
promote or detract from health. The microbiome is a topic that has united researchers from virtually
every branch of science and medicine. The ways in which the microbiome extends into health
discussions ranging from the future of agriculture, to the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, have
forced difficult questions upon society as a whole. All life—including the unseen—is interconnected;
the “ecosystems” in our social structures, governments, corporations, and others can influence the
ecosystems that sustain us, or act as barriers to health. As we discuss, in general, the emerging
microbiome science has demonstrated that our lifestyle (biosis: way of living) is at odds with
maintaining a microbial diversity that might otherwise help us work toward the fulfillment of potential.

Finally, we discuss Salk’s biophilosophy in the context of society’s responsibility to support
each person’s fundamental rights to achieve their potential. We refer to this as equity of the
ecosystem, and underscore that personal, public, and total-species health are linked together in
the shared biosphere. In the symbiocene—described as a new epoch of planetary health—priorities
and perspectives shift, society remains vigilant of upstream blockages of health (rather than the
downstream suppression of symptoms), and optimism prevails.

1.3. Anthropocene Syndrome

Culturally, the anthropocene is generally recognized to be an era in which human activity has
grossly disturbed the natural environment. Human activities (e.g., energy consumption, water use,
urbanization, and land transformation leading to the degradation of natural environments) in the
anthropocene have brought about dire consequences, including alarming increases in greenhouse
gas levels, climate change, ocean acidification, deforestation, human-manufactured toxins in
air/water/land, encroachment by invasive species, and biodiversity losses. Although the origins of the
anthropocene can be traced to our ancient ancestors (paleo-pollution through intentional combustion
has been documented at Neanderthal sites [11]), picking up pace during the industrial revolution,
for many scientists its true commencement is mid-20th century, a point at which the aforementioned
environmental changes began rapid acceleration [12]. However, the term anthropocene is not under the
exclusive purview of the profession of geology (although the International Commission on Stratigraphy
(ICS) is currently considering an adoption of the term anthropocene, in geologic time, we remain in the
11,700 year-old Holocene [13]); rather, it serves as a multi-disciplinary descriptor for human-induced,
total environmental change [14].

Coincident with these anthropogenic changes to the natural environment, massive increases
in non-communicable diseases (NCDs), such as autoimmune conditions, allergic diseases, asthma,
cancer, cardiovascular disease, neuropsychiatric disorders, and obesity, have also emerged as a product
of human activities [15]. The prevalence of NCDs also rises in association with increases in energy
consumption (in the form of westernized, ultra-processed dietary choices) and decreases in energy
expenditure (in the form of sedentary behavior). Moreover, rapid urbanization, land use transformation
in the built environment, and changes in marketing via telecommunications brings humans in close
contact with the ‘upstream’ drivers of NCDs (e.g., ultra-processed/low-nutrient foods, fast-food,
excess alcohol, tobacco, airborne particulate matter, and excess light at night) [16].

The anthropocene has also brought changes to the landscape in an agglomeration of fast-food
outlets, take-away food shops, convenience stores, vending machines, and point-of-purchase
stanchions that offer up calorie-dense, nutritionally-poor foods and beverages; the dietary choices
within and on these structures are mostly at odds with our evolutionary experience [17]. For example,
as part of the Framingham Heart study in the U.S., researchers have been examining the food
environment and socioeconomic variables in four distinct geographic areas for nearly 40 years; today,
the landscape for the average participant features about 5 times greater fast-food outlets in proximity
to their home and work [18]. In a recent study of U.S. veterans, only 40% had a park within a mile of
their residence, but all veterans did have an average of eight fast-food outlets in the same radius [19].
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The ongoing proliferation of westernized fast-food outlets in Asia is astounding; in China, McDonald’s
outlets are opening at a rate of 10 per week, and Kentucky Fried Chicken has now amassed roughly the
same number of stores in China (in comparison to the United States), but it did so in half the time [20].

The anthropocene is also the era of the highly-processed calorie. In Canada, daily caloric intake
from highly-processed foods has more than doubled since the mid-20th century acceleration of the
anthropocene. In the same time-frame, ultraprocessed (very highly refined) ready-to-heat dishes
have increased by 23-fold, while staples like unprocessed roots and tubers have declined by fivefold.
In North America and Europe, the majority of food spending is directed at processed or ultraprocessed
foods [21–23]. Not only can these foods directly contribute to metabolic dysfunction and NCDs,
they also displace healthy sources of protein, fiber, vitamins, and minerals. Given what we know
concerning the biological consequences of fast-food consumption—at least insofar as ultraprocessed,
high-fat/sugar, calorie-dense–nutrient-poor foods dominate the menu—it might be appropriate to
consider such outlets an invasive species of the anthropocene.

While there have been notable quests toward the abatement of intolerances, prejudices and
biases (e.g., undoing discrimination-based racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual orientation), as well as
attempts to reduce the stigma of mental illnesses [24], scholars would surely agree that we have miles
to go. At the same time, there is also evidence of a polarization of societal viewpoints, increases in
bullying, and higher levels of generalized incivility [25–27]. Global trends also show diminished
perspective taking, empathic concern, and rising narcissism in recent decades [28,29]. Even fractional
swings in the direction of narcissism (and away from empathy and perspective taking) could have
enormous consequences if present at large scales of national populations. It could tip the scale towards
anger, punishment, retaliation, and bullying, and away from prosocial behaviours that otherwise
protect the herd in ways that vaccines cannot [30–32]. Levels of trust in one other, and in major
institutions—political, medical, and journalistic—have declined in the United States [33]. Declines
in helping behavior have also been noted, with indications that this might be a product of growing
inequalities, social exclusion, and/or resistance to multiculturalism [34]. Surges in nationalism, evident
in recent elections in the United States and Europe, may also be a symptom of the anthropocene
syndrome; in particular, the disparities of globalization are pushing money, geyser-like, upward to
a progressively smaller minority of society’s most affluent [35], which, in turn, opens a window of
opportunity for authoritarian, narcissistic leaders to emerge [36].

Evaluating the “psyche” of the anthropocene indicates that it is one of angst. Cultural differences
make it difficult to determine if criteria-based diagnosable major depression and anxiety disorders
are increasing throughout all nations; however, most global surveys demonstrate that psychological
distress has increased over the last several decades [37]. Despite mixed results on disorders, higher
levels of distress and its association with physical and mental complaints among adults and youth in
westernized nations is unacceptably high [26,38–41]. The manifestations of distress on the immune
system, and, as we will discuss shortly, the gut microbiota, can cast a long shadow on health over the
life course.

Thus, rather than an easily identifiable geological strata due to glacial retreats, the anthropocene is
more of a diagnostic syndrome, a set of signs and symptoms that are intertwined with politics,
economics, policies (or lack thereof), and social values. The syndrome is driven by the global
reach of westernization and neoliberal ideology. Neoliberalism provides an abundance of consumer
choices—including the ultraprocessed foods, beverages, tobacco, etc., that act as drivers of NCDs—and
at the same time provides the “freedom” of allowing the individual to be the primary holder of
preventive strategies (i.e., solely responsible for lifestyle) for one’s own health. Moreover, the ideology
provides the commercially available remedies which one (and at the larger scale, society) might
purchase in the hopes of offsetting the commercial drivers of NCDs [42–44].
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1.4. Mars Colonies and Intellectual Escapism

“Today, the investment devoted to developing preventatives or cures for human disease and to
maintain health from conception to the end of life is a pitifully small fraction of the cost of the
material of war or the race into space”.

—Jonas Salk, 1966 [45]
In a nationally syndicated newspaper piece, Salk reminded readers in 1966 that “enormous research

sums are allocated by the Atomic Energy Commission, by NASA, by the Department of Defence, by the National
Institutes of Health and by the National Science Foundation...now more than ever before there is a need for
a reappraisal of sufficiency and of priority of allocations”. His order of priority wasn’t veiled. He argued
that the main source of national pride should be found in the health and well-being status of all of its
citizens. He challenged society to determine how such a goal could be weaved into national policy
beyond traditional science funding; Salk advocated for a distinct ‘Research Fund for Human Welfare’,
and suggested that any increases in spending directed at defence should be matched with distinct
funding—dollar for dollar—to support health, education, and improvement in human wellbeing.
Such an act would support research to identify ways to reduce hate, segregation, and conflict (as well
as increasing altruism), but it would also send a signal of mutualism that “would remind the nation of
its commitment to humanity” [45].

Salk dismissed cynical pessimism. If humans could split the atom, develop rockets, and pool
untold resources for a few individuals to walk upon the moon, those same collective resources
could be pooled to ensure every possible stone was turned over to maximize equal-opportunity
fulfilment of total human potential: “I think that goodness and nobility are genetically inscribed, but they
need to be evoked...the challenge of evoking the best in us may seem utterly forbidding but, surely, no more so
than previously “impossible” challenges—heavier-than-air-flight, electricity, space travel” [46]. “We talk of
immunizing children... but what about immunizing, say, against the kind of behavior that leads to drug abuse?
Or immunizing that leads to (youth being) more responsible for themselves and responsible to society?” [47].

One of Salk’s contemporaries, the renowned microbiologist and Pulitzer-Prize-winning author
Rene Dubos, also stated in 1970: “The man of flesh and bone is not likely to remain long impressed by the fact
that a few of his contemporaries can explore the moon if the planet Earth becomes unfit for his everyday life” [48].
Dubos was optimistic that the colorful image of a vibrant Earth viewed from space would galvanize
a new “theology of the Earth”. Like Salk, he maintained that the Apollo program was inspirational,
because it “demonstrated once more that the human spirit derives boundless power from a poetical
faith in what it can do. Since we learned so rapidly how to integrate the skills of scores of thousands of
minds on the closely-knit space endeavor, we should be able to develop programs for the management
of the ecological systems of the Earth” [49]. But in 1969, Dubos also argued that fellow scientists
engaged in both intellectual escapism and intellectual dishonesty by chasing down pathways that
have little bearing on the social and ecological forces impacting human health:

“The technology cannot cure the intellectual dishonesty that burdens its channels today. Even more
dangerous and more universal is intellectual escapism, the attempt to escape the real problems around
us . . . we organize meetings about it in all sorts of pleasant places to talk about this [biomedicine],
and that saves us the responsibility of walking across the street, where 100,000 children are being
poisoned every day by lead in paint...something can be done immediately about this problem, but it
is not being done because it is not of sufficient interest or as exciting intellectually as talking about
changing the genetic nature of man” [50].

Almost half-a-decade later, we continue to have issues with lead in the childhood environment,
most especially in disadvantaged communities [51]. But the point Dubos was making was not about
lead paint per se. Our focus here is on the staggering costs of intellectual escapism in the form of
ignoring mental health; conservatively estimated, the direct societal costs of mental health disorders in
the United States and Europe (combined) are well over a trillion U.S. dollars (USD) [52]. However,
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that does not include the interactions between mental illness, substance abuse, and the reality that
“developed” nations often use prison as their primary mental health institution [53–55]. However,
even these unfathomable costs exclude the burden of subthreshold conditions and comorbidity
(i.e., mental distress as an accelerator of NCDs). Consider still the transgenerational (epigenetic)
effects of stress and mental illness [56], and beyond brain and behavior disorders, it is almost impossible
to calculate the societal burden of small- and large-scale aggression and incivility [57–59]. In a vicious
cycle, both victim and perpetrator are on a trajectory to depression, isolation, and ill-health [60–62].

Experts in public health and medicine are surprisingly quiet on discussing matters of equity in
the public financing of science for the benefit of health equity. Given the aforementioned financial
implications of the slogan “No Health without Mental Health”, colossal as they are, Salk and Dubos
appeared to be dissenters by raising the spectre of establishing differing priorities in publicly funded
research. In a rare 2014 article within peer-reviewed literature, scientist Geoffrey Goodman and
colleagues made a case for better funding of neuroscience and establishing priorities here on Earth:

“It is crucial that increased knowledge and understanding of brain anatomy and function, the mind
and consciousness, have absolute priority if we are to find ways to ameliorate extremes of human
aggression, mental sickness, and brain aging and pathologies . . . claims of immediate, economic and
human side benefits from space research, for jobs, inventions and curiosity, apply no less to the life
sciences. Cosmic issues fade before urgent exploration of the human brain. Mars can surely wait
30–50 years” [63].

However, their attempt to raise the notion that Mars Can Wait (the title of the Goodman article)
was not a very popular effort. The paper has essentially gone uncited. The Trump administration
has granted the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) a U.S. $19.5 billion budget
in 2017, with the understanding that one of its goals is human exploration of Mars [64]. The 2017
NASA budget is 13 times larger than government funding provided to the National Institutes of
Mental Health. In addition, the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies
(BRAIN) Initiative of the National Institutes of Health, although introduced with fanfare as part of
a “Grand Challenge”, received $195 million USD in 2017 to explore the inner universe of the brain [65].
For perspective, a rocket which bypassed Pluto in July 2015 cost $720 million USD.

It is not our intent here (nor was it that of Goodman, et al. [63]) to debate the extent to which
various government investments in rocket science, including crewed missions, pay dividends for
society [66]. Undoubtedly, they do provide benefits in technological advances, including those which
are eventually used throughout society. However, it is important to highlight what space exploration
programs have not done: diminish socioeconomic inequalities, curb epidemics in NCDs, dismantle
the prison-industrial complex, tackle incivility, end conflict (154 U.S. service members were killed
in Vietnam during the brief 16–24 July 1969, Apollo 11 journey to the lunar surface and back [67]),
and provide insight into the ways in which aggression and authoritarianism block human health.
Rocket science has allowed a select group of humans to walk on the moon, but the barriers to human
health and NCD reduction are proving to be far more complex than rocket science.

Thus, our discourse here is not about the finances of NASA per se, and clearly investments in
Earth science data are essential. Moreover, the NASA budget is a small fraction of the nearly 600 billion
USD defense budget. Rather, we question why such (publicly funded) Apollo-like “moon shot” efforts
are not directed at grotesque problems here on Earth, first. Globally, spending on mental health is
less than two U.S. dollars per person, per year and less than 25 cents in low income countries [68].
The costs of ignoring (or providing lip-service to) mental health cannot even be properly calculated,
yet society invests so little in finding solutions to trillion-dollar problems. Even partial solutions to
the problems of mental disorders and unfulfilled potential in life would pay unimaginable benefits
to society.

As we argue below, the complexity of NCDs and their subthreshold variants in the anthropocene
will require multidisciplinary collaboration in health promotion, and a reformation of medicine in the
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21st century. The idea of “immunization”—not only against NCDs, but for support of the fulfillment
of human potential—was raised by Jonas Salk, the famed physician-scientist who helped eradicate
polio. He suggested that societies would need to rally against the threat of NCDs with vigor; lessons
learned from the development and application of biomedical vaccines could be extended into the
total ecological context of human development with an aim toward health (as the WHO defines it)
and through mutualism, bringing out the best in one another. He posited that collective actions
in society could work for—or against—biological systems, most notably the immune and central
nervous systems.

Deeper dives into the brain, the so-called final frontier of medical science, may provide untold
benefits to society. However, the “Mars Can Wait” in favor of the brain argument runs the risk of
simply deflecting society’s scientific resources into a tight silo of neuroimaging and pharmaceutical
development. It runs the risk of simply supplanting rocket technology with neurotechnology and
maintaining the myth that the brain lives in isolation. We are learning that the encephalon is not
the conductor of the orchestra as once thought; in many ways, it whistles to the tune of the immune
system, which in turn acts as a mobile sensory organ, responding to the total environment and the
microbes that live on and within us. The microbes and their activities, in turn, are a feature of the
contemporary diet and lifestyle. As we will explain, the unseen microbes may be important players in
the theatre of human health, but they, too, are a product of how we live, and a product of our societal
ecosystems, not only our stressors, but our positive emotions as well.

Salk, who was a global leader in the fight against single-agent infectious disease, also had keen
awareness of the limitations of pursuits in biological sciences when matters were more complex.
In his words, bench laboratory work needed the context of the “laboratory of the world” [69]. In order to
solve global problems, even those that might have biological solutions, Salk argued that biological
scientists would need to seek counsel from scholars in the humanities, social sciences, and arts.
He favored collaboration for many reasons, especially because “man’s most persistent and difficult
biological problem will not be his physical diseases, certainly not as in the past, but his relationship to himself
and his fellow man” [70]. If for no other reason, Salk urged interdisciplinary alliances to help biologists
ask the right questions in their research pursuits: “It’s the questions that we need to discover, because the
answers preexist. If we ask the right questions, the answers will come” [71].

1.5. Biophilosophy

“What might happen if biologists and other scholars so oriented were to combine talents even more
than they do now, not simply to develop further their own special interests individually . . . [they]
. . . are realizing more and more, their responsibility to society as well as to themselves”.

—Jonas E. Salk, 1962 [70]
In order to maximize the odds that societal investments in biological sciences would provide

systemic health benefits, Salk maintained that biologists needed to be guided by a collective of
scholarly thought: a “biophilosophy” approach. While he did not coin the term biophilosophy, Salk
did popularize and provide meaning to the concept. He pointed out that there was an absence of
professional philosophical input into the meaning and consequences of scientific endeavors: how
were choices concerning topics of research being made within the biological sciences, and how were
findings matched to the priorities of society? Salk maintained that as an anthropocentric “sense of
responsibility in the evolutionary scheme” [70] grows—the increasing realization of human influence
over total health among all living species—careful questions could determine the roads travelled by
the biological sciences.

Salk referred to the humanistic and cultural context of scientific query as meta-biology, and its
understanding required diversity and coalition of thought from biologists, philosophers, and humanists.
Without such input, research investments in biology could be oriented heavily toward findings that may
(or may not) support developments of biomedicine, but do little to tackle the larger problems faced by
humanity: aggression, violence, and threats to the living ecosystems which sustain life. While strictly
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applied science developed the polio vaccine, it couldn’t always be forced to fit—Rosetta Stone-like—into
the ecological complexities of NCDs and human healing. Moreover, massive public investments in the
sciences were often being made without human welfare in mind.

To be clear, Salk was a proponent of basic science as the entry ramp to biological discoveries,
including those directed at mental health. In particular, he was interested in the relationships between
the immune system and the central nervous system. In 1962, he argued that increased biological
knowledge can spawn new ideas that, through collective thought, can help not only with “physical
diseases but diseases of unreasonableness, prejudice and selfishness” [72]. Salk never wavered from the
important role of reductionist scientific query: “if in time we could understand the relationship between
immunology and brain mechanisms...then we would have some very powerful tools against disease” [73].

From the perspective of biophilosophy, we can highlight the importance of functional ecosystems
(“eco” from Greek roots o
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κoς or oikos; house/dwelling place) within the anthropocene. Whether used
in the narrow biological sense of the word—or in corporate, government, neighborhood, institutional,
and other settings—an ecosystem is a community of living organisms operating within an abiotic setting.
Biophilosophy in this context underscores that ecosystems of the houses of national governments, town
halls, “Big” corporations, political parties, or Silicon Valley (to name but a few) all involve living
organisms operating within non-living (in this case, built) environments. Operations within each of
those and countless other anthropocentric ecosystems extend outwards and impact the health and
disease of all species with near and distant ecosystems. Erased are the “fences” dividing a person’s
residence, their neighborhoods, surrounding municipal and national dwellings (which house the houses),
and outward to our large, universally shared ecosystem, the n = 1 dwelling place of Earth. The illumination
of this interconnected web of life—i.e., connections between human lifestyle and the health of all planetary
species, including humans—has been sourced from the most unlikely place. That is, the previously unseen
and underappreciated role of microbes.

Before discussing the emerging research on microbes and its connection to biophilosophy, a brief
biological colloquy on allostatic load, epigenetics, and low-grade inflammation seems necessary.
In response to chronic stress, sustained elevations in stress hormones and/or inflammatory immune
chemicals lead to wear-and-tear, or cellular damage of physiological dysregulation. These are
intertwined with further anxiety, stress, and depression (which compounds the problem); this chronic
state of persistent physiological activation is called allostatic load, and its detrimental cellular
effects, allostatic overload [74]. The mechanisms through which allostatic load can impair health
include epigenetic modifications (e.g., methylation of the CpG dinucleotide in DNA, acetylation
and methylation of histones, and the binding of small non-coding RNAs to DNA) that can activate
or silence specific genes. Such modifications, reinforced through studies involving identical twins,
also help to explain how total environmental exposures over the life course—lifestyle, environmental
toxins, socioeconomic disparities, access to nature, aspects of the built environment, etc.—differentially
impact the health risk of individuals throughout society [75].

Central to all discussions on health and disease, including allostatic load and epigenetics, is the
immune system. In many ways, the immune system is the primary interface with the external
environment, and many of its cells are part of a mobile mind, recording events into memory and
providing critical information to the brain. Chronic, low-grade inflammation (distinct from acute,
life-saving inflammatory responses) has been linked to socioeconomic disadvantage, environmental
insults (including the aforementioned lifestyle habits of the westernized diet), excess alcohol, tobacco
use, sedentary behavior, exposure to toxins, and psychological stress. Persistent depression and
anxiety can predict low-grade inflammation [76,77]. On the other hand, low-grade inflammation
(demonstrated most notably by laboratory-induced elevations in inflammatory cytokines, such as
IL-6 and TNF-α) can itself promote depressive symptoms, anxiety, fatigue, cognitive disruptions,
and pain [78]. Moreover, chronic inflammation is associated with epigenetic changes [79], and appears
to contribute to most, if not all, NCDs [80].
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The bidirectional relationships between low-grade inflammation and mood disturbances are
also found between inflammation and alterations to human-associated microbes [81,82]. As we
segue to discussions of the emerging science of microbes, we underscore at the outset that they are
intimately connected to the aforementioned biological mechanisms of chronic disease: allostatic load,
epigenetics, and immune functioning. Furthermore, microbes influence these biological mechanisms at
the intersection of food systems, marketing, time spent in biodiverse natural environments, education,
income, prejudice, and other social determinants of health and disease.

1.6. Microbiome: Metaphor for a Broken System

To appreciate how the scientific revolution in microbiology has transformed what it means
to be human, we now know that approximately 50% of our cells are bacterial [83], and more
than 95% of our genes are microbial [84]. The term microbiome refers to microbes and their
collective functional genomes operating within an ecological niche [85]. Microbiome science has
illuminated the value of mutualism in sustaining life. In humans, the beneficence of microbes
includes protection against pathogens, enhanced nutrient absorption, maintaining gut/skin and
other barriers to the outside environment, reducing the burden of potentially harmful environmental
chemicals (xenobiotics), and the manufacture of various chemicals—e.g., short chain fatty acids and
transformed phytochemcials—which support survival. In addition, and of vital importance to the
present discourse, microbes “educate” the immune system in early life; that is, interactions between
microbes and the immune system prepare for appropriate responses to an ever-changing physical and
mental environment.

At this stage, researchers are unclear on what an “ideal” healthy gut microbiome might be,
although it is becoming increasingly clear that losses of microbial diversity are yet another feature of
anthropocene syndrome. Research from the ever-diminishing groups of people living life in traditional
ways—with closer resemblance to our human ancestors (hunter-gatherer, early subsistence) and
insulation from westernized diet and lifestyle influences—shows general losses in microbial diversity
along the scale of westernization and industrialization [86,87]. The loss of microbial diversity as
a result of westernized dietary practices, with its fiber and phytochemical-deficient foods, may even
extend over generations [88]. A loss of diversity generally equates to a loss of functional benefit and
threat to a healthy ecosystem.

Dysbiosis translates from its Greek root as “life in distress”. While dysbiosis is an apt term for
anthropocene syndrome, in the microbial context it means disruptions to the structure of complex
commensal microbial communities, involving one or more of the following: the loss of beneficial
micro-organisms, and/or the expansion of potentially harmful microbes, and/or the loss of overall
microbial diversity [89]. When researchers induce dysbiosis in animal studies—typically by antibiotic
administration, provocation of stress, or a high-sugar/high-fat westernized diet—the fallout includes
behavioral changes (indicative of depression and anxiety), metabolic disturbances (reflecting human
obesity and type II diabetes), body-wide low-grade inflammation, and oxidative stress [90].

The cumulative exposures which may erode the diversity of the human microbiome in westernized
nations—and its link to a higher burden of NCDs in socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals and
communities—has been described as the “dysbiotic drift” hypothesis [91]. The dysbiotic drift theory
pulls the lens back from single exposures; when examining the risk factors for dysbiosis it becomes
fairly clear that these are the very same factors related to the total lived experience in socioeconomic
status (SES) disadvantage. Psychological stress, westernized diet (i.e., with its missing nutrients, added
chemicals, and advanced glycation end-products) consumption, circadian disruptions, excess alcohol
and tobacco use, phthalate and environmental chemical exposure, and higher antibiotic prescriptions
are not randomly distributed. These factors of the exposome press upon the microbiome along SES
lines [3,91]. Indeed, mucosal biopsy samples (one of the more accurate ways to sample the intestinal
microbiome) demonstrate the reduced diversity of the intestinal microbiome among residents of lower
SES neighborhoods in North America.
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Again, Salk used the immune system as a metaphor for societal actions, over-reacting in certain
situations, and suppressing in others: “I think that mankind is suffering from a lot of symbolic autoimmune
disease, as well as from some symbolic cancers” [1]. Dysbiotic drift appears to be yet another literal and
metaphorical marker of anthropocene syndrome; from the biomedical and neoliberal perspective,
the overlap between the factors of dysbiosis (in its actual “life in distress” translation and/or the
microbial translation) and SES disadvantage is remedied by biotechnical solutions and personal
choices in healthy eating, exercise, and stress management. While it is reasonable to expect societal
members to engage in health-promoting actions and take personal responsibility for many aspects
of NCD-prevention, the neoliberal marketing forces which drive dysbiosis are underappreciated,
and potent.

1.7. Dysbiosis and the Mental Environment

Although much has been written on SES disadvantage in mainstream academic writing, it is often
cited with detachment, jargon, and fragmented measures which can obscure the ability to understand
the sum of the total lived experience [92]. Research on allostatic load informs us that past experiences
in the ecological theatre would prime the individual for higher levels of inflammation and oxidative
stress in response to stress. Consider that even the mere researcher-invoked feeling of poverty or
belonging to an SES “out-group” (in a laboratory setting) is enough to alter dietary choices in the
direction of low-nutrient, high-calorie foods [93–95].

Now we can turn toward the visualized environment, one which has been described by our
research group as “grey space” [3,91]. This refers to an area with a disproportionate number of
bars, liquor stores, convenience stores, fast-food outlets, and tobacco vendors. Beyond the physical
structures enhancing availability—over 30% of the variance in excessive fast-food consumption may
be attributable to a clustering of fast-food outlets [96]—billboards, sidewalk signage, and ads in public
transportation systems cajole toward dysbiotic choices [97]. Most likely as a product of marketing and
availability, children in lower SES neighbourhoods can more readily identify the logos of multinational
fast-food outlets [98]. On the other hand, the availability of healthy dietary choices may be subpar, more
expensive, or shelved in such a way as to be subordinate to energy-dense, low nutrient foods [99–103].
Such research demonstrates that the connections between socioeconomic inequalities, fast-food, and
NCDs [104,105] (and it its most extreme end, mortality [106]) are not on a level playing field.

In other words, the global marketing of fast food, soft drinks, ultraprocessed foods, tobacco,
alcohol—all of which have been shown to have a detrimental effect on gut microbiota in humans
or experimental animals—cajoles, or manipulates, society toward many lifestyle choices. In essence,
the fast-food jingle on the radio, should it get a return on investment by influencing the vehicle
operator to turn into the drive-through for a dinner filled with high-fat, high-sugar, and low-nutrient
dietary items, is a manipulator of the microbiome. Thus, biomedicine is attempting to undo dysbiosis
(“life in distress”) by manufacturing drug-oriented solutions for the problem of microbial dysbiosis;
at the same time, the problem of dysbiosis in its actual definition (life in distress) and microbial
sense (loss of beneficial microbes) is being manufactured, at least in part, by a system in which the
multinational marketing of dysbiotic products is left unchecked. As stated succinctly in The Lancet
(in 2013), one of the world’s leading science/medicine journals, profits in the food, alcohol, and tobacco
industries encourage pandemics of NCDs [107]. We consider it fascinating that previously unseen
members of the Earth’s biodiversity—microbes—are allowing humans to see very clearly how such
NCD-provoking systems are interconnected, and why they press upon the most vulnerable in society.

As we argue here, the promotion of health as the World Health Organization defines it—that is,
the fulfillment of human potential, not simply the absence of disease—requires a dramatically different
approach. Personalized medicine, in our view, can only fulfill its full potential if each individual is
empathically understood from the perspective of their total lived experience. The health of human
bodily systems is a product of total environmental health; total environmental health is predicated
on societal choices and the prioritization of human activities, which are geared toward promoting
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ecosystem health at all levels: micro, meso, and macro. Thus, there are no sharp lines separating
personal health from healthy ecosystems at all levels. The health of ecosystems at the level of the
household, neighborhood, state/province, nation, and outward to the n = 1 planet are all inter-related.
A universal understanding of this perspective can be the demarcation line which signifies the beginning
of the end of the anthropocene, and, as described below, the hope for a new epoch, the symbiocene.

1.8. The Symbiocene

“The Symbiocene will be that period in the Earth’s history where humans symbiotically reintegrate
themselves, psychologically and technologically, into nature and natural systems”.

—Glenn Albrecht, 2014 [108]
Biomedicine is moving rapidly in the direction of large-scale measurements and analyses of functional

proteins (proteomics), metabolites (metabolomics), gene expression (epigenomics and transcriptomics),
and genetic influences on drug/isolated nutrient metabolism (pharmacogenomics). It is hoped that these
and other molecular “omics” techniques will help to develop personalized or precision medicine (i.e.,
the right drug or treatment plan at the right dose, given to the right patient at the optimal time), perhaps
paying off handsomely for individuals and society [109]. But the biophilosophist will ask how, precisely,
precision medicine will be delivered? Is it destined for the affluent, is it motivated by profit alone, and to
what extent is it oversold? Nonetheless, the very need for precision medicine directed at NCDs will still be
determined by the “causes of the causes” (i.e., an individual consumes a diet which causes cardiovascular
disease (CVD), but what causes the person (or societies at large) to consume such diets?). Personalized
medicine, in our view, can only fulfill its full potential if each individual is empathically understood from
the perspective of their total lived experience.

Recent studies have shown that biodiversity losses are far more significant than previously
realized. Indeed, the current state of disappearing flora and fauna species, rapid as it is, has been
described as “biological annihilation” [110]. The emerging microbiome science has helped to highlight
the concept of symbiosis (Greek: syn/m = together; way of living together), and to describe the ways
in which it might apply to healing the comorbidity of NCDs, environmental degradation, biodiversity
losses, and climate change. The idea of a new epoch of mutualism (both biological and social) originates
in the writings of Jonas Salk. He referred to the first 10,000+ years of human existence as Epoch “A”,
wherein life and lifestyle was a response to infectious diseases and other causes of early mortality.
The new Epoch “B” would be—through evolution of thought and the necessity of solving self-induced
global problems—one in which humans will value “collaboration and interdependence . . . change the way
we relate to each other and enter into a kind of relationship which I call mutualism, or mutual cooperation.
What I'm thinking of is an ecosystem dominated by mutually advantageous relationships rather than mutually
destructive relationships . . . eventually we’ll realize that if we destroy the ecosystem, we destroy ourselves” [111].
Elaborating on the fulfillment of potential in the new epoch, Salk stated: “We need to address ourselves
to questions such as meaning and fulfillment, satisfaction. And I’m not talking about satisfaction of myself
as an individual without respect to all others. I’m thinking of the notion of mutualism...recognizing that my
fulfillment helps in your fulfillment, your fulfillment comes in my fulfillment and we are all part of humankind
together” [112].

Salk also maintained that the practice of medicine itself would be transformed in the new epoch.
In 1977, he said “we are entering into a new Epoch in which holistic medicine will be the dominant model”,
and he distinguished holistic health from medicine. Medicine, he said, “refers to the repair of ailing parts,
but health is the properly functioning whole” [113]. Such a view was in keeping with the perspective of
biophilosophy as a guide for biological studies; discussions of the health of the brain, gastrointestinal
tract, immune system, and all bodily systems would become less compartmentalized and, increasingly,
one-in-the-same. So, too, Salk maintained that the body should be considered part of the properly
functioning whole of the external environments: its biodiversity, its social policies, and its practices:
“We must see ourselves as part of the ecosystem. Where we were once a product of evolution, we are now part of
the process” [114].
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More recently, philosopher Glen Albrecht has expanded these notions of global mutualism and
has described the post-anthropecene in optimistic terms, coining the term symbiocene. Although there
are predators and pathogens in nature, and certainly competition, so too are there boundless examples
of macro and microscale mutually beneficial relationships between organisms. Albrecht argues that we
can apply the lessons from the natural world and direct those towards broken systems (political and
otherwise), such that we replicate the symbiotic and mutually reinforcing operations of life-sustaining
processes found in living systems [108,115].

The microbiome provides a bounty of scientific research throughout the natural world
demonstrating the mutual benefits of microbes and host. In addition to the aforementioned human
microbiome research, volumes of international research are highlighting the ways in which microbes
can enhance plant vigor, increase drought resistance, and protect against pathogens. Remarkably,
researchers have shown that exposing small seedlings to the microbiome-rich leaf litter derived from
adults (of the same plant species) protects them and increases their chances of thriving [116].

From our perspective, the ability to apply lessons from nature is predicated upon a greater
understanding of and connection to the natural world. This will require strong educational
efforts, especially early in life, as we try to curb the contemporary disconnect from nature; that is,
we need to prevent what researchers have termed the “extinction of human experience” in natural
environments [117]. Moreover, a prerequisite to mutualism in symbiotic societies is cultural
competency; this requires an understanding that individual human life and lifestyle cannot be
separated from the attitudes, values, and mores that are associated with different groups within
societies. Cultural competency is described as a set of consistent behaviors, attitudes, and policies
that enable a system, agency, or individual to work within a cross-cultural context or situation
effectively [118]. Thoughts and actions—global outlooks and lifestyle—can differ along racial, ethnic,
social, economic, geographic, and/or linguistic attributes or identities.

Collectively, such a diversity of thoughts and ideas can be an asset to the promotion of health
and quality of life in organizations, institutions, and multicultural society. An absence of diversity
in thought, especially in sciences directed at societal health, runs the risk of bias in benefit [119,120].
Biophilosophers—diverse thinkers asking “who’s science and toward what aims?”—can help to
harness the rich potentiality of scientific developments, directing societal energies and resources
toward the appropriate destinations for symbiotic social and planetary benefit.

The symbiocene envisioned by Salk and Albrecht is not simply an era where we swap out fossil
fuels for sustainable power sources; it is an era in which we fulfill the fundamental aspects of the
many public health Charters. They are easy to write, as Dubos said, at meetings “in all sorts of
pleasant places”. So, too, is it easy to speak of “mental health”, supporting the troops, and the
adventures of “Mars” colonies while a veteran’s homeless shelter loses public funding [121] and
twenty veterans commit suicide every day [122]. Fulfillment defines the symbiocene’s commitment to
equitable access to healthy, nutritious food and ‘stable, sustainable, and healthy ecosystems’ as stated
in the recent Vienna Declaration on Public Health [123]. Many are the Charters that maintain humans
have a fundamental right to live in an environment that supports overall health and well-being [124].
Further, the United Nations states that children have the right to be supported in the development of
“talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential (and development of) respect for the natural
environment” [125]. Given the established connections between the measurable psychological construct
of nature relatedness (affinity to the natural world) and numerous aspects of physical and emotional
well-being (as well as proenvironmental behavior and empathy) [126–129], and relationships between
the childhood self-exploration of natural environments to adulthood environmental citizenship and
connections to the natural world [130] (that is, the world of biodiversity which sustains human life),
the new era of the symbiocene is not back to nature, but rather forward with nature.

Science can help guide the way toward the symbiocene, and in particular, begin to examine the
ways in which total environmental exposures can also promote resiliency and health. For decades,
scientists focused almost exclusively on disease states, depression, anxiety, stress, and detrimental
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exposures (toxins, heavy metals, particulate matter, etc.), while largely ignoring how positive or
beneficial exposures help to shape the healthy individuals we call “resilient”. Interest in the “exposome”
(total exposures and their impact on genes over time) has shifted toward these beneficial exposures:
natural environments (e.g., green space), beneficial microbes, and psychological assets (e.g., optimism,
sense of wonder, openness to experience, and emotional intelligence) [3,75].

Empathy and mutualism is good for society at large. For example, empathy is associated with life
satisfaction, overall well-being, rich social networks, healthy relationships and workplace performance,
accommodative behavior, and prosocial activity [3]. However, as Salk maintained, this needs to be
taught by example at a young age; longitudinal research shows that higher levels of early life empathy
predict social competencies [131].

Emotional intelligence (EI) is, collectively, yet another societal asset. It includes the ability to
discriminate between negative and positive emotions; by contemplating emotions, recognizing them
in the self and others, and managing thoughts and actions, a more effective path to problem solving
can be realized. EI has been associated with physical health and well-being [132–134]. Positive
affect is a mediator of high EI and life satisfaction [135], and in adolescents, high EI is associated
with happiness and resiliency against depression [136]. In line with other positive emotion/positive
emotional attributes, there are interconnections with a healthy lifestyle. On the other hand, factors
such as sleep deprivation can decrease EI [137].

The effects of EI can be far reaching. Younger children high in EI are more likely to be prosocial
and less likely to engage in bullying behavior [138]. Higher EI can predict subsequent academic
success [139], and, remarkably, higher EI in math educators has been linked with greater achievement
among their young students [140]. Maternal EI has been shown to be predictive of offspring EI and
adaptive behavior in children under stressful conditions [141,142]. Encouragingly, EI is malleable and
programs geared toward EI can improve mental health, well-being, and empathy [143–145].

In sum, the symbiocene represents an era where education and awareness of the benefits of
empathic and emotionally intelligent citizens, institutions, and systems will be prioritized for societal
good. The driver of this process will be biophilic science. Such a science describes investigations
with an aim toward the promotion of life, human, and total species welfare in mind. Biophilic
science understands that allostatic load, dysbiosis, mental distress, microbiome diversity, living wages,
and environmental toxin exposure do not occur equally throughout society; it also understands that
positive psychological assets are not on a level SES playing field. Biophilic science is not content with
determining that a Mediterranean diet is good for health and the growth of our beneficial gut microbes;
it asks why there is not equal access to such a diet [146]. Biophilic science in the symbiocene seeks to
develop ways to curb health-corrosive exposures and identify assets of resilience, while at the same
time prioritizing its activities toward those with the greatest need.

2. Conclusions

Global society is staring down formidable challenges to health at all scales: person, public,
and planetary. The available evidence suggests that the physical environment has been structurally
and functionally altered in a rapid and dramatic way over the last half century. Indeed, the level of
evidence of gross environmental change has satisfied the Anthropocene Working Group such that
this team of scientists has encouraged the ICS to officially announce the anthopocene epoch [13].
We consider this an important step, if only so that scientists and the society they represent can get on
with supporting a global vis medicatrix naturae. Still, “anthropogenic” does not have to be a pejorative
term. As Dubos pointed out in Science (1976), humans have also engaged in creative transformations of
natural environments over millennia, and that such wisdom, if used properly, can facilitate imaginative
changes to the environment that could be of mutualistic benefit to humans and planetary life [147].
The symbiocene represents a new epoch in which greater emphasis is placed upon mutualism (see
Figure 1).
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thought. Image with permission: Susan L. Prescott.

At the same time, exiting the anthropocene will require greater vigilance toward the upstream
barriers to health, and to the reality that NCDs are a societal threat. Obesity isn’t “just” greater adipose
tissue storage and metabolic dysregulations. It is a person who gets bypassed for a job because of
biases and stigma. Maternal depression isn’t “just” lowered mood. It is a life threatening illness;
both maternal and paternal depression can also profoundly impact the life of offspring. The pathways
linking early life exposure to later health and disease are complex; to illustrate this, maternal antenatal
depression increases the likelihood that offspring are subjected to bullying by childhood peers over
a decade later [148].

Thus, society must visualize future consequences today. Salk maintained that in the new epoch,
living humans would begin to prioritize their role as future ancestors. That is, an epoch in which,
collectively, societies will want “those who follow us to look back on us as having been wise ancestors, good
ancestors” [69]. There is a moral imperative to protect the herd. Vigor and passion toward that goal
is clearly visible in efforts to tackle infectious disease (e.g., vaccine campaigns), but it seems to fizzle
when herd protection involves the non-communicable variant of disease, clouded by neoliberalism
and consumer choice. It is past time to take on anthropocene syndrome with the same vitality and
disdain as if it were a large-scale tobacco ad campaign aimed at kids.

In 2015, the Rockefeller Foundation–Lancet Commission on Planetary Health concluded that
health promotion needs to be viewed through a new, holistic lens: “the achievement of the highest attainable
standard of health, wellbeing, and equity worldwide through judicious attention to the human systems—political,
economic, and social—that shape the future of humanity and the Earth's natural systems that define the safe
environmental limits within which humanity can flourish” [8,9]. This transition from public to planetary
health is a professional acknowledgement that public health (the historical vanguard for social justice)
cannot be restricted in its reach [149]; achieving the goals of public health is predicated on ecological
justice and the stability of fragile planetary ecosystems that sustain all life [3]. The emergence of
“Planetary Health” as a collective vision for science, medicine, and all of society is a compass pointing
toward the symbiocene.
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However, from our perspective, the effort to magnify the importance of global ecosystems in
human health will only be as successful as our ability to undo intellectual escapism and prioritize
the Earthly problems which NASA is ill-equipped to fix. On announcing the nearly $20 billion
NASA budget for 2017, President Donald J. Trump stated “American footprints on distant worlds
are not too big a dream” [66]. We ask, is it too big a dream to cure anthropocene syndrome, first?
We ask, rather than worrying about the mental health and neurotransmitter levels of those traveling to
Mars [150], or the ways in which an unplanned pregnancy during an interplanetary mission “could
put the entire crew in danger” [151], could we use this valuable time here on Earth to research
the kind of life we would want on Mars? What is the endgame here? Is it to transplant the same
way of life—biosis—that necessitates even the mere idea that humans should start colonizing Mars?
Amid the talk of “terraforming” or seeding Mars with microbiological life and creating a Martian
biosphere, should there be some discourse on how to seed human empathy, equity, emotional
intelligence, accommodative (non-aggressive) behavior, mutualism, and compassion within that
fantastical biosphere? The lab to research and plan for the dream life on Mars is here, right now, on the
Earthly plane. We maintain that there is nothing extravagant or utopian about aspiring to turn over
every scientific stone possible if the endgame is in the interest of health equity here on Earth.

Jonas Salk may be best remembered for helping to develop a highly effective vaccine to stop
polio, but that is not what he wanted to be remembered for; in 1980, he stated that posterity might
recognize him more for developing a unique model of biophilosophy in his institute. Only time will
tell. Salk expressed disappointment that his vision was not adopted by the personnel around him,
noting that academics and training in science was set up to reward the highly specialized, and not the
integrators: “The institute has not gone in the direction of integrating scientific knowledge with philosophical
and humanistic questions . . . we must do something to place a value on those able to integrate large realms,
to organize complexity, as does nature. The human future depends on it” [152]. However, at the close of
his life, he still maintained that “the idea was ahead of its time” [153]. For now, we close on his words,
and emphasize that they seem more urgent now 40 years on. His vision for the Salk Institute might be
a template for the global institution of planetary health in the symbiocene:

“The creation of the institute is more important and more significant. Here, we are working for
the excellence of human health. Individual subject matters are studied for their relevance to the
problems of humankind from the scientific and philosophical points of view. Hopefully, this institute
will choose the more important problems to address. We are laying the foundation to understand
more about ourselves and nature” [154].
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